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Uncertainty in Ontario Jurisprudence

Why Ghomeshi amendment likely headed for
Supreme Court | Sam Goldstein
By Sam Goldstein

(January 6, 2020, 12:14 PM EST) -- There are many ways to skin a
cat. That’s the lesson R. v. W.M. 2019 ONSC 6535 teaches us. At issue
was the Liberal criminal law reform that requires the defence in sexual
assault trials to hand over to the Crown any complainant
communications in its possession and give the complainant an
automatic right to take part in an admissibility hearing into those
communications.  

The law, referred to as the Ghomeshi amendment after the rightful
acquittal of popular CBC radio host Jian Ghomeshi, took effect in
December 2018. Justin Trudeau’s Liberal government made the
amendment in answer to victim rights advocates who thought the
defence lawyer’s use of complainant communications to Ghomeshi post
offence, such as “I love your hands,” was unfair as an invasion of their
privacy.

The amendment is bound to end up before the Supreme Court as its reverse disclosure obligation
on a defendant offends the Charter.

Indeed, a National Post article reported that the Ghomeshi amendment has been found
unconstitutional in Saskatchewan in R. v. A.M. 2019 SKPC 46 and in Alberta.

In Ontario there’s no consensus on whether the amendment violates the Charter. Justice Phillip
Sutherland upheld the amendment in R. v. A.C.  2019 ONSC 4270; Justice Timothy Breen in R. v.
R.S.(A.) (Court File 16-45003115) found the amendment violated the Charter on Sept. 17, 2019.

In R. v. W.M., the complainant M.A. claimed W.M. had sexually assaulted her causing her bodily
harm by breaking her jaw after she refused to have sex with him. W.M. argued the sex was
consensual but he’d broken her jaw in self-defence against a violent attack from her after he
refused to give her drugs.

Instead of challenging the new legislation head-on as a breach of his Charter rights, W.M. avoided
the uncertainty in the Ontario jurisprudence by arguing that W.M. didn’t have to disclose M.A.’s
Facebook messages because the Ghomeshi amendment speaks of “records,” defining a “record” as
something in which a complainant has a reasonable expectation of privacy. His argument was that
M.A. had no reasonable expectation of privacy in the Facebook messages she sent him, ergo the
Ghomeshi amendment didn’t apply.

The court assessed four relevant factors in reaching its conclusion:

1) The messages did not engage the twin myths, nor did they contain information of a personal
nature, such as daily activities, social interactions or intimate details.

2) To the extent the messages did have personal information, M.A chose to share that information
with W.M. willingly, knowing she was creating an electronic record he could share with others.
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3) Whether a relationship was serious or casual is not dispositive of whether the complainant has
a reasonable expectation of privacy in a message, although it is one factor.

4) The Ghomeshi amendment, even if it doesn’t violate an accused person’s Charter rights, it
nonetheless seriously undermines them. An expansive definition of “record” would serve to further
that effect.

W.M. highlights the importance of focusing on the client’s real goal: W.M. didn’t want to hand over
the complainant’s messages. A knee-jerk defence would have attacked the unconstitutional nature
of the Ghomeshi amendment, thinking that was the way to achieve the goal.

Instead, by narrowing the scope of the amendment, W.M. achieved his goal all the same while
circumventing the present legal uncertainty. Indeed, the ruling has the potential to hollow out the
amendment since the analysis should apply to all the other usual forms of messaging seen in
sexual assault trials such as Twitter, Tinder, WhatsApp, texts and e-mails.

Sam Goldstein is a Toronto criminal lawyer. You can e-mail him
at sam@samgoldstein.ca and follow him @Willweargloves.
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